Introduction
Surface magnetism is nowadays an active field of research. This is due both to its theoretical richness and to its important applications (corrosion, catalysis, information storage). See reference [I] for a general review, and references [2] , [3] for reviews of respectively real-space and reciprocal -space renormalizationgroup (RG) approaches.
The theoretical prototype for surface magnetism is the spin 112 Ising ferromagnet in simple cubic lattice with a (0, 0, 1) free surface, Js and JB respectively being the surface and bulk coupling constants. The corresponding phase diagram is indicated in figure 1: three distinct phases, namely the bulk ferromagnetic (BF; both bulk and free suffaee are magnetized), the surface ferromagnetic (SF; only the free surface is magnetized) and the paramagnetic (P; both bulk and surface are disordered) ones, join at a multicritical point (located at A = J s / JB -1 = Ac).
In the present work we discuss, within a real-space RG framework, two interesting effects, namely (i) the influence of the symmetry of the magnetic interaction and its connection with the Mermin-Wagner theorem, and (ii) the singularity which the surface magnetization thermal behavior exhibits at the bulk critical point for A > A, (extraordinary transition). In section 2 we introduce the model and the RG formalism; in sections 3 and 4 we discuss the influence of the interaction symmetry and the surface singularity respectively. We finally conclude in section 5.
Model and RG formalism
We consider the spin 112 anisotropic Heisenberg dimensionless Hamiltonian where /3 = I / ~B T and (2, j ) run over all pairs of firstneighboring sites on a semi-infinite simple cubic lattice with a (0, 0, 1) free surface; (K,,, qij) equals (Ks,qs) if both sites belong to the surface and equals (Kg, q~) otherwise (Ks r J s l k~T and KB JBIICBT); Js, JB 2 0 and 0 5 qs, q~ 5 1 (q,j = 1 recovers the standard Ising interaction and qij = 0 recovers the isotropic Heisenberg interaction); a:, a: and a: are the spin 112 Pauli matrix.
To obtain the phase diagram in the (KB, Ks, q~, qs) space (or equivalently in the (~B T I J B , JsIJB, q~, qs) space) within the RG approach we have to establish the recurrence relations We finally expect that the isotropic Heisenberg particular case (i.e., q~ = 7 )~ = 0) also remains invariant under renormalization, since nothing disturbs the perfect isotropy of the interactions. For this to occur it suffices that h (KB, 0) = k (KB, Ksr 0,O) = 0 for all (KB, Ks) . The recurrence equations then become Both the above invariances (i.e., qij = 1 and q j = 0) can be simultaneously satisfied if we establish the RG equations (2) following reference [4] . The method essentially consists in preserving, through renormaliz% tion, the correlations between the roots (or terminal sites) of conveniently chosen two-rooted finite graphs. In other words, . Tr e-PH is to be preserved Here we shall rather follow reference [7] and adopt the simpler twe-rooted graphs, Migdal-Kadanoff-like, indicated in figure 2 . By so doing we partially loose the information corresponding to the particular site connections existing in the simple cubic lattice and its (0, 0, 1) free surface, but the results are expected to remain qualitatively (even quantitativelly occasionally) correct: this has in fact been so for the Ising particular case (rlij = 1).
Let us now focus a problem of further complexity, namely the calculation, for all temperatures, of the bulk magnetization MB as well as of the surface one Ms. To perform this calculation we adopt the simple RG procedure introduced in reference [8] and foIIow along the lines of reference [9] . Excepting for appropriate scaling factors, MB and Ms respectively coincide with pg and p~, the dimensionless elementary magnetic dipoles respectively associated with the bulk and the surface sites (see [8, 91 for details). The RG equations for p~ and ps are established by imposing that the bulk and surface total magnetic moments (mtensive quantities) must be preserved through renormalization. The equations have the following forms:
Together with equations (2) they close the RG procedure. For q~ = q~ = 1 they become and, for q~ = % = 0, they become Equations (6) (Eqs. (7)) are to be used together with equations (3) (Eqs. (4)) to study the Ising (anisotropic Heisenberg) particular case.
Influence of t h e nature of t h e interactions
The Mermin-Wagner theorem [lo] essentially states that no spontaneous magnetization at finite temperatures can exist if the three following conditions are simultaneously satisfied:
(i) the system only involves short-range interactions; (ii) the system is two dimensional; (iii) the symmetry breakdown corresponds to interactions which are associated with a continuous group of symmetries.
The question we want to focus is whether the SF can exist if vs = 0, no matter the value of VB. There is -.
a relatively widespread confusion concerning this central point. A (fallacious) argument is frequently raised as follows: condition (i) is obviously satisfied; the surface is a two dimensional system hence condition (ii) also is satisfied; finally qs = 0, therefore condition (iii) also is satisfied; consequently the SF cannot exist and this for any value of q~. In fact this is not true: it is only if VB vanishes as well that the SF cannot exist. One easy way out of the paradox is to say that the respectively denote trivial (fully stable), critical (semi-stable) and multicritical (fully unstable) fixed points; dashed lines are indicative; BF, SF and P respectively denote the bulk ferromagnetic, surface ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases. theorem does not apply because condition (ii) is not satisfied, the system strictly being a d = 3 one (semiinfinite bulk). And this is of course correct. However we believe, on physical grounds, that the surface magnetization vanishes, for A > A,, exponentially while entering deep into the bulk. This exponential behavior leads to a system which can, in practice, be considered as a oo x co x finite one, i.e., a d = 2 one, and consequently condition (ii) can, in practice, be considered as satisfied. Consistently, only remains condition (iii) as the one whose satisfaction would lead us out of the fallacy. And it is indeed so, because to satisfy (iii) all the relevants interactions have to satisfy it, which is not the case. Indeed the finite width of the active surface includes much more layers than the unique free surface layer (for which 0 s = 0). Summarizing, the SF phase is expected to exist if at least one of qs and VB is non vanishing. It must disappear only if both QS and VB vanish since then the Mermin-Wagner theorem, in practice, applies. In figures 3 and 4 we reproduce the RG results [7] which are consistent with the above con- i.e., a discontinuous temperature even so the SF phase through the collapse of derivative of Ms (A+ and A-depend on Js/ JB, but the P-SF critical line on the SF-BF critical line. It is the ratio A-/A+ roughly remains equal to 4). This necessary that Ac diverges, it does (as shown result is in ,-Iear with Mean Field c&-ulations in Fig. 5 ).
[ll] since they yield A-/A+ = 1, i.e., a continuous temperature derivative of Ms.
Surface magnetization
On experimental grounds, surface magnetism in Gd has been studied [12, 131. We focus here the recent RG ones. One possible explanation could be the fact
